Restaurant & Hospitality Support

An Entrepreneurial Spirit
The industry is constantly challenged by dramatic and economic circumstances. We work with you to provide a customized
level of accounting services to help your restaurant maximize profit potential. We review your accounting process to ensure
you are capturing the level of detail needed to monitor costs, waste and help establish pricing strategies.

Accounting, Payroll & Financial Reports

“Hands On” Industry Experience

We will work shoulder to shoulder with you to keep you

Our Managing Partner has decades of experience in the restaurant

compliant and informed. Providing financial statements,

business. We understand the challenges facing the industry and

coordinating payroll, and tracking your key performance

work through them with all of our clients.

indicators. We can begin with an assessment of your accounting

• Detailed service line reporting

department and determine how we may be able to help you.

• Inventory costing & waste reduction suggestions
• Pricing strategies

Taxes

• Tax incentives

Comprehensive tax planning for your business and personal needs,

• Start-up and growth issues

including multi-state tax issues, payroll and sales tax, estates,

• Tip reporting and compliance

trusts, inheritance issues, and other tax needs as they arise.

Start with an Accounting Assessment
Advisory

Accounting systems create the information needed to make

We provide objective feedback so that an owner has a clear

decisions on your business. Let us start by understanding

understanding of their business. With this feedback, you can

your objectives and the obstacles you may be encountering.

consider all your possible goals, which may be working less or

If needed, we can conduct a more detailed review of your

aggressive growth. We show you all the aspects of a potential

accounting systems and processes to make suggestions on how

situation so that you can achieve the best possible outcome.

to refine efforts and increase the value of company.

The Next Step
Call us to schedule time with our professionals to learn
more. We can be reached at (316) 721-9020.
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